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Abstract: 

This paper presents an experimental study aiming to evaluate the impact resistance of 

self-compacting concrete reinforced with micro steel fibers using the repeated blow 

impact test recommended by ACI 544-2R. Straight micro steel fiber with diameter of 

0.2 mm and length of 15 mm was used with three dosages of 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0% by 

volume in addition to the reference plain SCC. The tested equipment was adjusted to 

conduct repeated impact loading from different drop heights and using different drop 

weights. The adopted drop heights were 450, 575, and 700 mm, while the adopted drop 

weights were 4.5, 6.0, and 7.5 kg. The combination of the adopted drop heights and 

weights composes four loading cases in addition to the standard loading case with a 

drop weight and drop height of 4.5 kg and 450 mm. The test results showed that the 

inclusion of micro steel fiber significantly increase the impact resistance of SCC with 

percentage developments ranging from 150 to 860% compared to plain SCC. The test 

results also showed that both the number of blows and the impact energy decrease as the 

drop height or drop weight increase. 

  

Keywords: Impact resistance; repeated impact; SCC; micros steel fiber; drop weight; 

drop height. 

  

1. Introduction 

One of the major characteristics of fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) is its significantly 

improved impact resistance. Higher impact resistance means both higher impact energy 

absorption and higher dynamic strength. To obtain a suitable measurement of impact 

resistance of FRC, several testing methods were proposed by related researchers and 

standards. According to each type of these tests, the investigated parameters are 

different and the mechanism of impact load application is of course different. Among 

these tests are the Charpy pendulum, the drop weight, the projectile impact, the 

explosive, and the Repeated Blows Drop-Weight Impact test (RBDWI) tests [1-2]. The 

RBDWI test is considered as the simplest test to evaluate the impact resistance of 

fibrous concrete as introduced by ACI 544-2R [1]. However, the results of the RBDWI 

test are widely scattered, which makes the analysis of the obtained results a difficult 

task. Therefore, the ACI 544-2R committee recommended the use of 6 disc specimens 
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for each test. Several previous studies [3-6] have attempted to statistically evaluate the 

variation of the impact results obtained from the RBDWI test. 

Several researches were conducted using the RBDWI test on different types of concrete 

reinforced with different types of fibers. Nili and Afroughsabet [7] studied the influence 

of the inclusion of silica fume on the impact resistance of concretes reinforced with 

polypropylene fibers. The RBDWI test recommended by ACI 544-2R [1] was used to 

evaluate the impact resistance. The concrete was prepared with two water-cement 

rations of 0.36 and 0.46, while four volumetric fiber dosages of 0, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5% 

were adopted. Their test results showed that the inclusion of silica fume and 

polypropylene fibers enhanced the impact resistance, especially when 0.5% fiber 

content was used. In another research [8] by the same authors, hooked end steel fiber 

with length of 60 mm was used instead of the polypropylene fibers with dosages of 0.5 

and 1.0% by volume. Their results showed that the replacement of 8% of the mixture 

cement by silica fume enhanced the impact resistance of the fibrous specimens and that 

this enhancement increases significantly as the steel fiber content increase. Nia et al. [5] 

evaluated the test results and the failure mechanisms obtained from the previous two 

researches [7, 8] using the finite element method. 

Yildirim et al. [9] investigated the impact resistance of concretes reinforced with 

different types of fibers using the RBDWI test method. The authors used steel, glass, 

and polypropylene fibers with different dosages and combinations to compose hybrid 

fiber reinforced concrete. The fiber lengths were 14, 50, and 60 mm for glass, 

polypropylene, and steel fibers, respectively. They showed that steel fiber and hybrid 

fiber reinforced concrete exhibited the highest impact resistances. Most recently, 

Mastali et al. [10] used the ACI 544-2R [1] RBDWI testing technique to evaluate the 

impact resistance of self-compacting concrete reinforced with recycled carbon fiber 

reinforced polymer. Three fiber lengths of 10, 20, and 30 mm and four fiber contents of 

0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 % by volume were investigated. They showed that the increase of 

fiber length and fiber content leads to the increase of the impact resistance, while 

adversely affects the workability. 

 

2. Statement of Research Significant 

It is clear from the previous brief literature review that the available number of studies 

on impact resistance of concrete using the RBDWI test is limited. Moreover, it is 
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obvious that many fiber types and many concrete types were either not investigated or 

only limitedly investigated. According to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no 

previous research has attempted to evaluate the repeated-loading impact resistance of 

self-compacting concrete incorporated micro steel fibers. This research was directed to 

study the impact resistance of self-compacting concrete reinforced with micro steel 

fibers using the RBDWI test. Moreover, test parameters like drop weight and drop 

height are among the investigated parameters. For this purpose, an adjusted impact 

testing apparatus were fabricated and used in this study.       

 

3. Experimental Work 

The experimental work of this research includes the casting and testing of shallow 

cylindrical specimens to evaluate the repeated impact resistance of Steel Fiber-

Reinforced Self-Compacting Concrete (SFRSSC) using the RBDWI test. The cylinders 

are 150 mm in diameter and 65 mm in depth as per the recommendations of ACI 544-

2R [1]. In addition, standard 150 mm cube specimens were used to evaluate the 

compressive strength and to conduct the ultrasonic pulse velocity nondestructive test. 

Per the recommendations of ACI 544-2R [1], six specimens were cast for each test to 

overcome the high variability of the test results.  

A 28-days target compressive strength of 30 MPa with different steel fiber contents of 0, 

0.5, 0.75, and 1.0% by volume was adopted in this study. Straight micro steel fiber with 

diameter of 0.2 mm, length of 15 mm, and tensile strength of 2600 MPa was used with 

all mixtures. Type 42.5 Portland cement was used in this study, while well-graded local 

siliceous gravel and sand from Wasit province/Iraq were used as course and fine 

aggregates. Fixed content of lime stone powder was also included in all mixtures. The 

characteristics of the cement and the lime stone powder are shown in Table 1. The 

HRWR agent was Sika ViscoCrete-5930.  

In the design of the SCC mixtures, the requirements of ACI 237R [11] and ASTM 

standards [12, 13] were considered to accept the fresh concrete properties of the 

mixtures. To consider a flowable concrete as a SCC it should possess three 

characteristics, filling ability, passing ability, and stability against segregation of 

aggregates. For this purpose, a basic design mixture was first adopted and trials were 

made for each content of steel fiber. After minor modifications, the weight proportions 

of the adopted SCC mixtures are shown in Table 2. The fresh tests that were adopted to 
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evaluate the fresh properties of the prepared fibrous SCC are slump flow, T50,
 
and J-ring 

tests. 

From each mixture, six cylindrical specimens were prepared for impact test in addition 

to four 150 mm cubes for compressive strength and ultrasonic pulse velocity test. On the 

other hand, three different drop depths of 450, 575, and 700 mm with constant drop 

weight of 4.5 kg, and two more drop weights of 6.0 and 7.5 kg with a drop height of 700 

mm were designed as investigation targets. Thus, the number of cylinders becomes 

(5×6=30) specimens per fiber content. Considering four different fiber contents of 0, 

0.5, 0.75, and 1.0%, the total number of cylinders prepared for impact test in this study 

is 120 specimens. 

 

Table 1 Characteristics of cement and limestone powder 

Oxide (%) Cement Limestone Powder 

SiO2 21.04 1.38 

Fe2O3 5.46 0.12 

Al2O3 2.98 0.72 

CaO 63.56 56.1 

MgO 2.52 0.13 

SO3 2.01 0.21 

f-CaO 0.76 - 

Loss on ignition (%) 1.38 4.56 

 

 

Table 2 Weights per cubic meter of the fibrous mixtures 

Gradient (kg/m
3
) M0 M0.5 M0.75 M1.0 

Cement 392 412 412 417 

Sand 1063 1063 1063 1052 

Gravel 574 503 503 468 

L.S. powder 67 67 67 67 

Water 181.3 190 190 204 

S.P. 9.3 13 13 14.3 

Steel fiber 0 39 58.5 78 

 

4. Testing Apparatus of Repeated Blows Impact Test 

The repeated blows impact test was conducted on a testing apparatus conforming the 

requirements of ACI 544-2R [1]. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the lower part of the test 
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apparatus. A special testing apparatus was manufactured to conduct the repeated impact 

testing. The design and manufacturing of the testing equipment was controlled by two 

bases. These are the recommendations of the ACI 544-2R RBDWI testing equipment 

and the additional requirements to investigate the parameters studied in the current 

research.  

The cylindrical specimen is coated on the bottom using grease and placed on the 

baseplate within the positioning lugs. The positioning bracket is then bolted in place, 

and a hardened steel ball with 63 mm diameter is placed on the specimen within the 

bracket as shown in Figure 1. Elastomer pieces are inserted between the specimen and 

the lugs to prevent the specimen movement during the test. The hammer of the testing 

equipment is dropped repeatedly, and the number of blows required to cause a visible 

surface crack and to cause ultimate failure are both recorded. According to ACI 544-2R, 

the standard drop weight and drop height should be 4.5 kg and 450 mm, respectively. 

However, one of the aims of this study is to evaluate the effect of the variation of both 

drop weight and drop height. Therefore, the testing equipment shown in Figure 2 was 

manufactured to perform impact testing with different drop heights of 450, 575, and 700 

mm and different drop weights of 4.5, 6.0, and 7.5 kg.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 Section through the testing equipment of the 

RBDWI test [1] 

Figure 2 The manufactured testing apparatus 

of the RBDWI test 
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5. Results and Discussion 

5.1 Results of fresh and control tests 

Table 3 summarizes the fresh test results of the four SCC mixtures. As mentioned 

previously, the conducted fresh tests were the slump flow, the T50, and the J-ring tests. 

The test results show that the slump flow of all mixtures ranges from 630 to 755 mm. 

The slump flow values of the fibrous mixtures are within the accepted limitations of 

ACI 237R [11] and ASTM C1611 [12] as shown in Table 3, while although the slump 

flow of the basic mixture was slightly higher than the limitation of ASTM C1611, it still 

within the limitations of ACI 237R.  The T50 records of all mixtures are also more than 

the lower limit (2 seconds) and less than the upper limit (5 second) of ACI 237R [11]. 

These measurements mean that the adopted mixtures have good filling ability and 

acceptable viscosity. On the other hand, the J-ring test measures the passing ability of 

the flowable SCC concrete through reinforcing bars. The acceptable SCC concrete 

should flow smoothly across the reinforcing bars. ΔJ-Ring represents the difference 

between the flow diameter through the J-ring and that of the slump flow, which is 

considered by ASTM C1621 [13] to measure the degree of passing obstruction through 

the steel reinforcement. Table 3 shows that all of the four mixtures show acceptable 

passing ability with ΔJ-Ring values ranging from 5 to 20 mm. 

As mentioned previously, 150 mm cubes were cast from each mix to evaluate the 

compressive strength and the ultrasonic pulse velocity of the SCC. The test results are 

shown in Table 3.  It is shown that the compressive strength of the four mixtures is quite 

similar with minor differences. The compressive strength of the four mixtures was in the 

range of 43 to 46.3 MPa and was independent of the steel fiber content. This result 

reflects the negligible effect of the steel fiber usage on compressive strength of normal 

strength SCC. On the other hand, the ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) showed 

continuous decrease as the fiber content increase. The negative effect of steel fiber on 

UPV can be attributed to the scattering of the ultrasonic waves when travelling through 

different layers of concrete containing different amounts of randomly distributed and 

oriented fibers.  
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Table 3 Fresh and mechanical properties of the four mixtures 

Test M0 M0.5 M0.75 M1.0 
Limitations 

ACI 237 ASTM 

Slump flow (mm) 755 665 630 700 450-760 530-740* 

T50 (Sec) 2.55 2.7 3.3 2.7 2-5 - 

ΔJ-Ring (mm) 5 13 14 20 - 0-25** 

Fcu (MPa) 44.5 43 46.3 44.4 - - 

UPV (km/sec) 4.212 4.098 4.063 3.922 - - 
*ASTM C1611   **ASTM C1621 

 

 

5.2 Results of the RBDWI test 

Figure 3 shows the variation of impact resistance of SCC in terms of the number of 

blows at first crack stage with the volumetric content of micro steel fiber, while Figure 4 

shows this variation in terms of the number of blows at failure stage. The two figures 

also show the effect of the drop height of the 4.5 kg drop weight on impact resistance of 

the four SCC mixtures. The positive effect of steel fiber on the development of impact 

resistance is obvious in both stages. Figures 3 and 4 show that the impact resistance of 

SCC clearly increases with the increase of fiber content. This reflects the higher 

potential to absorb impact energy due to fiber inclusion. 

Figures 3 and 4 also shows that regardless of fiber content, specimens exposed to higher 

drop heights retained significantly lower number of blows at both first crack and failure 

stages. This result is an expected result as the impact force increases as the height of the 

drop weight increase. Hence, specimens exposed repeated impact from shallower drop 

heights are exposed to lower impact forces, which makes them last longer till cracking 

and failure compared those exposed to higher impact forces. The recorded number of 

blows at first crack stage for specimen exposed to repeated 4.5 kg drop weight from 450 

mm were 79, 350, 498, and 672 for fiber contents of 0, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0%, 

respectively, while their corresponding values at failure stage were 82, 381, 611, and 

789 blows, respectively. Similar sequence of results was recorded for drop heights of 

575 and 700 mm but with smaller values. The first crack stage records for 700 mm drop 

height and 4.5 kg drop weight were 42, 106, 177, and 245 for fiber contents of 0, 0.5, 

0.75, and 1.0%, respectively, while their corresponding values at failure stage were 43, 

120, 212, and 293, respectively. These values reflect the amount of development in 

impact resistance due to fiber inclusion. Similarly, the abovementioned test results 

reflect the harsh effect on number of blows due drop height increase.  
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Figure 3 Number of impact blows at first crack 

stage versus fiber volume fraction for different 

drop heights 

Figure 4 Number of impact blows at ultimate 

failure stage versus fiber volume fraction for 

different drop heights 

 

To better evaluate the effect of drop height on impact resistance, the comparison should 

be in terms of impact energy absorption capacity. This is because the number of blows 

measures the final resistance to repeated impact load regardless of the applied impact 

force, while converting the number of blows to the absorbed energy would compare all 

specimens fairly. 

The impact energy resistance of a specimen subjected to number of blows (N) of a drop 

mass of (W) from a drop height of (H) is calculated as: 

    
   

 
                (1) 

where ν is the impact velocity of the drop weight, while g is the gravity acceleration. 

The absorbed energy capacity reduces as the height of the drop weight increase as 

shown in Figures 5 and 6 for both the first crack and failure stages. The figures show 

that this behavior is clear for fibrous SCCs, while it is not a behavior trend for plain 

SCC. This can be attributed to the higher impact forces of higher drop heights, which 

impose more significant effects on the microstructure of the tested specimens after each 

impact blow. Thus, the microstructure starts to crack and fracture at higher rates when 
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exposed to higher repeated forces. Consequently, the recorded first crack and failure 

absorbed energies for each specimen decreases as the drop height increase. However, it 

is also obvious in Figure 5 and d that the absorbed impact energy jumps noticeably as 

the steel fiber content increase from 0 to 1.0%, which again shows the significant effect 

of steel fiber inclusion on the development of impact resistance of SCC. The absorbed 

impact energies for specimens reinforced with 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0% of micro steel fiber 

were approximately 7.0, 9.9, and 13.4 kJ, respectively, for a drop height of 450 mm 

compared to only approximately 1.6 kJ for plain specimen. Similarly, for a drop height 

of 700 mm and for fiber contents of 0, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0%, the absorbed impact energies 

at first crack stage were approximately 1.3, 3.3, 5.5, and 7.6 kJ, respectively. Comparing 

the two sequences of results, it can be said the absorbed energy has approximately 

reduced to the half when the drop height was increased by slightly more than 50%.   

   

  
Figure 5 Impact energy at first crack stage versus 

fiber volume fraction for different drop heights 

Figure 6 Impact energy at ultimate failure stage 

versus fiber volume fraction for different drop 

heights 

 

Figures 7 and 8 compare the number of blows retained from specimens exposed to 

different drop weights that fall from a fixed drop height of 450 mm. The figures show 

that the number of blows required to cause the first crack and failure of the tested 

specimens decreases as the drop weight increase. This behavior can be attributed to the 

same reason discussed for Figures 3 and 4 where the increase of the drop weight results 

in higher impact forces, which of course reduces the number of blows the specimens can 

withstand before cracking or failure. The retained numbers of blows for the 4.5 kg were 

addressed in the previous paragraph.  For fiber contents of 0, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0%, the 

recorded number of blows at first stage were 67, 172, 211, and 350, respectively, for a 
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drop weight of 6.0 kg, while for a drop weight of 7.5 kg, these records were 32, 97, 110, 

and 130 blows, respectively.  

Figures 9 and 10 show the absorbed impact energy at first crack and failure stages for 

specimens impacted from a height of 450 mm but with different impact weights of 4.5, 

6.0, and 7.5 kg. It is known that as impact weight increases, the impact force increase. 

The figures show obviously that the absorbed energies decrease with the increase of the 

drop weight for the same fibrous SCC specimens. This result confirms the results 

obtained from the increasing of drop height shown in Figures 5 and 6, and can be 

explained similarly. The increase of the drop weight or drop height increases the drop 

force. Exposing a specimen to higher repeated impact forces would accelerate the 

deterioration of the microstructure and thus would reduce the absorbed energy till 

cracking or failure.  

 

  
Figure 7 Number of impact blows at first crack 

stage versus fiber volume fraction for different 

drop weights 

Figure 8 Number of impact blows at ultimate 

failure stage versus fiber volume fraction for 

different drop weights 
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Figure 9 Impact energy at first crack stage versus 

fiber volume fraction for different drop weights 

Figure 10 Impact energy at ultimate failure stage 

versus fiber volume fraction for different drop 

weights 

 

5.3 Development in impact resistance due to fiber inclusion 

Figures 11 to 14 show the development of impact resistance due to the addition of the 

micro steel fiber in terms of number of blows. Figures 11 and 13 show this development 

at first crack stage for variable drop heights and variable drop weights, respectively, 

while Figures 12 and 14 show their corresponding values at failure stage. It is obvious 

from the observation of the figures that the inclusion of micro steel fiber significantly 

increases the impact resistance by not less than 150% in worst cases compared to plain 

concrete, while this increase jumps to more than 800% in best cases. It is also obvious 

in the figures that regardless of the drop weight or height, the percentage increase in 

impact resistance increases as the fiber content increase, and for cracking and failure 

stages. Comparing the four figures, it can be said that the standard loading condition 

with 4.5 kg drop weight and 450 mm drop height shows the best development results for 

all fiber contents and at both the first crack and failure stages. On the other hand, the 

other four loading cases show comparable results with minor deviations. Considering 

Figure 11, the percentage increases in retained number of blows for the standard loading 

case were 343, 530, and 750% for fiber contents of 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0%, respectively, 

compared to plain specimen. For specimens loaded with 4.5 kg falling from 700 mm, 

the recorded sequence was 152, 321, and 483%, respectively. Similar results can be 

observed in Figures 12 to 14. 
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Figure 11 Percentage increase in number of blows 

due to fiber addition at first crack stage for 

different drop heights 

Figure 12 Percentage increase in number of blows 

due to fiber addition at ultimate failure stage for 

different drop heights 

 
 

Figure 13 Percentage increase in number of blows 

due to fiber addition at first crack stage for 

different drop weights 

Figure 14 Percentage increase in number of blows 

due to fiber addition at ultimate failure stage for 

different drop weights 

 

6. Conclusions 

Based on the results obtained from the tests conducted in this research and within the 

limitations of the parameter investigated, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

1. The inclusion of micro steel fibers increases the retained number of impact blows of 

SFRSCC at first crack and failure stages (N1 and Nf) compared to plain SCC. Both 

N1 and Nf increase with the increase of fiber content. For specimens impacted with 

4.5 kg from 450 mm (standard loading case), N1 records were 79, 350, 498, and 672 

for fiber contents of 0, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0%, respectively, while their corresponding 

Nf values were 82, 381, 611, 789, respectively. 
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2. Specimens exposed to similar drop weight from higher falling altitudes retained 

lower N1 and Nf values. Similarly, N1 and Nf decrease as the drop weight increase at 

fixed drop height. This trend of results is attributed to the increase in the impact 

force due to the increase of drop height of drop weight. Considering the specimens 

with 1.0% steel fiber content, the retained N1 values were 672, 389, and 245 blows 

for a drop weight of 4.5 kg and drop heights of 450, 575, and 700 mm, respectively, 

while for drop weights of 6.0 and 7.5 kg from 450 mm, N1 records were 350 and 

150. 

3. For similar fibrous SCC specimens exposed to different drop weights and different 

drop height, the absorbed impact energy showed continues decrease as the drop 

weight or drop height increase. This result is attributed to the accelerated 

deterioration of the material microstructure due to exposure to higher repeated 

impact forces. 

4. High percentage developments in impact resistance were gained when micro steel 

fiber was added to the SCC mixtures. The percentage development increases as the 

fiber content increase regardless of the loading case and it was in the range of 

approximately 150 to 860% compared to plain specimens.  

5. The highest percentage developments in impact resistance were obtained when the 

standard loading case of a drop weight and drop height of 4.5 kg and 450 mm was 

considered, while the percentage developments were approximately comparable 

when the other four loading cases were considered. 
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